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Abstract

A trend of sharing networks between operators has been seen in different parts of the world in recent

years. These agreements have enabled those actors to save costs and benefit from other positive aspects

that comes with them. Mobile services are increasingly more popular in Sub-Saharan countries and are

becoming affordable for an increasingly larger part of the public. The operators on the other hand are

struggling with a low existing infrastructure and low revenues. Consequently it is of interest to evaluate

whether network sharing would be beneficial for the operators of Sub-Saharan countries. There are

multiple different business strategies that can be formed in network sharing and all have limitations in

what can be implemented. Therefore one needs to identify what hindrances there are before initiating a

sharing agreement. Network sharing is furthermore an issue of regulatory consideration as agreements

between operators can influence the competition in a market. National regulator authorities consequently

have a power to influence what possibilities there are for operators in forming sharing agreements and by

that encourage the development that they deem as positive. In this paper some network sharing strategies

are evaluated in their potential if implemented in two Sub-Saharan countries; Nigeria and Kenya. The

assessment of the sharing strategies is made with a S.W.O.T analysis of each approach, as well as by

taking experiences from Norway which here is considered as a bench-mark for the development in mobile

communication technology. Some examples of passive sharing is currently seen in the two countries, but

further cost savings are needed. The Nigerian and Kenyan MNOs need to consider active sharing strategies

to generate those cost savings. MORAN sharing is here the recommended approach for both countries

in implementing an active sharing strategy, but the regulators need to allow sharing of RNC’s for it to

be implementable. If additional spectrum is allocated to mobile communication the regulators in both

countries should consider national roaming and MVNOs as tools for increasing competition and to lower

the SMP of dominant actors.
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I. BACKGROUND

Before the widespread commercialization of mobile communication technology, fixed line communication

networks were most often built and run by one single state-owned company. There was no purpose

of having multiple actors building parallel networks in order to compete for customers. But with the

introduction of mobile technology often followed a liberalization of the ICT market where multiple

actors fought for customers of mobile services, which often included deploying separate access networks.

Having multiple mobile access points deployed belonging to different actors covering the same area was

not considered as abundant in the same sense that parallel fixed networks would have been. Consequently,

supplying with physical coverage became an important parameter of competition between MNOs which

not had been seen on the ICT market before. Although, in the evolution of mobile communications MNOs

have found that there are multiple ways in which they can compete for customers and are therefore now

forming agreements with competitors where they are cooperating for the parts of the operation that are

no longer seen as crucial for their competitive position on the market. The most common driver for

forming these kind of agreements is the economical driver. One simple example of this is when MNOs

are splitting the cost of installing a tower for a transmission site, but everything attached to the tower and

other operations regarding the site is kept separate. If both MNOs in this example have the financial and

technical capabilities of installing their own tower and would have done so with or without the agreement

of cooperating with the other operator, installing their own separate tower is simply an unnecessary cost

and not an important competitive aspect. In the same way can many different parts of a MNOs business

be either shared and cooperatively run with another MNO. The incentive does not only come from MNOs

to share, but also from national regulator associations. Often for reduce duplication of infrastructure or

to stimulate the competition by either lower the SMP of a dominant actor, or to introduce new actors.

Healthy competition enables more investment from the actors to get ahead of their competitors, and it

enables an effective price-setting.

Making the decision as a MNO to cooperate with a competitor on some part of their business is not

made lightly. This because it makes it more difficult to differentiate, at least from the actors who the

operations are shared with, and there can be a risk of leaking confidential information. There are many

possible business strategies that can be formulated in what can be shared, and for assessing what can be

shared without negatively impacting its own competitive strength one has to take into account how the

ICT market looks like. E.g the number of MNOs in that country, the financial status of the country and its
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inhabitants and what is important competitive aspects. If its an emerging, developed or saturated market,

and more. The shared business strategy that is considered as to be applicable to one region might not be

a good idea for a neighbouring region as ICT markets differ largely from each other. The challenge of

customising shared operations business strategies are addressed in this paper through a literature study on

the subject. Case studies are presented in this report of two emerging markets, Nigeria and Kenya, and

customised business strategies for the two countries are presented. The business strategies constructed

considers what form of network sharing that has the potential of improving the cost efficiency of the

MNOs without harming the competition, as well as enabling other positive influences on the development

of ICT in the countries. A comparative analysis will be conducted between the two countries as well

as with Norway that aim to show similarities and differences that will be of value for constructing the

network sharing business strategies for Nigeria and Kenya. Norway is here regarded as a benchmark for

enabling a prosperous mobile market. Their experiences is here used as input for the S.W.O.T analysis

presented at the end of this report, which aims to present the opportunities and threats with the constructed

business strategies of network sharing in Nigeria and Kenya.

The Sub-Saharan mobile market

The economies of many Sub-Saharan countries are currently growing at a fast pace , and along with them

the demand for mobile services is growing as well. The penetration growth rate of mobile broadband in

Africa has been the highest in the world in the past three years, [1]. Although, due to the historically poor

economy of African countries the development in ICT is lagging far behind what is seen in European

and American countries. The fixed lines penetration is low in most Sub-Saharan countries due to vast

distances between cities and villages, combined with a historically low GNI on the whole continent,

[2]. Consequently the penetration of fixed line internet subscribers are close to zero in countries such

as Nigeria and Kenya even though the demand for an internet connection is high. Mobile broadband

has therefore become the most common source of an internet connection in most Sub-Saharan countries.

Microwave links are for the same reason the most common (99%) form of backbone between sites

generally on the African continent, [3]. The second most common source of internet access is through

internet cafe’s, [5]. GSM is still the dominant technology on the mobile market, but with 3G and 4G

on a strong uprise in several Sub-Saharan markets. Prices on mobile broadband services in Sub-Saharan

countries are currently extremely high, which has resulted in that the TCMO is very high compared to

the GNI of the African population on average. Both postpaid and prepaid subscriptions over 35% of the

average GNI on the African continent,[1]. To put this into perspective, the average prices for prepaid
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subscriptions are 5.9% in America and 1.1% in Europe relative to the average GNI. Even though the

economy is on a fast uprise there is still widespread unemployment in both countries and the issues

of poverty are far from eliminated, [6], [7]. The MNOs in Nigeria and Kenya has on the other hand

lowered the prices to a point where the ARPU in these countries are among the lowest in the world.

This has been necessary for making mobile ownership affordable to the generally poor population. On

the other hand it is debated whether the low revenues are sustainable for these MNOs in the long term, [8].

The mobile subscriber penetration in Nigeria and Kenya is about 30% which is very low compared to

leading markets in Europe and North America, but on the African continent they are among the frontiers.

Although, considering the large population size of the two countries these 30% already constitutes large

markets. Nigeria and Kenya are included in the five Sub-Saharan countries that are considered to be

the key markets in the region in terms of size and development. The other three countries are South

Africa, Tanzania and Ghana. The Nigerian ICT market is highly competitive with four main MNO’s,

and additionally four smaller MNO’s. These four smaller MNO’s have a few percentage points of the

market each, which in Nigeria that has a population of about 170 million inhabitants, is far from a

negligible customer base. The Kenyan ICT market on the other hand is dominated by one large MNO,

with additionally three MNO’s competing for the rest of the market. The mobile broadband penetration

rate is low for both countries, but there is a significant difference between them. Mobile broadband

subscriptions stand for 21.85% of the subscriptions in Kenya, and 8.54% of the subscriptions in Nigeria.

Although, currently the growth rate of mobile broadband is at par between the countries at a very high

rate compared to other parts of the World. The population density and the size of rural versus urban

areas differ between the countries, with Nigeria being the more crowded one. This is an important factor

for considering network deployment strategies, as a larger portion of the country might be considered by

MNO’s as less economically viable for providing coverage to.

There are multiple reasons for why a country should invest in ICT technology even in developing

countries. First of, investments in mobile communications has shown signs of having a positive influence

on the GDP in Sub-Saharan countries, by some estimated to up to 7% annually, [9][10].This trend

has been shown to be present in Nigeria as well, and other benefits of investments in ICT in Nigeria

includes alleviation of poverty and unemployment, attraction of foreign investments, and more [11] [20].

The uprise in mobile communication in Nigeria and Kenya has introduced services such as E-banking,
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E-agriculture, sensor-based irrigation, digital educational tools and literature, and more. E-banking is

used in Africa for sending money to family and friends, and has to an extent become a substitute for

a physical bank account. Only about 26 percent of the population had a bank account in Kenya in

2007, [?]. The main reason for this is that a large part of the population did not have a sufficiently

large enough regular income. Transaction fees taken by African banks are generally much higher then

by E-banking companies, which can be a main reason for the success of E-banking services. Users of

E-banking services has also reported to feel more safe in public areas when having money on their

E-bank instead of withdrawing physical currency. With E-agriculture solutions such as Esoko or MFarm,

farmers can subscribe to market price updates on agriculture products. These solutions does not even

require a mobile broadband subscription as the farmer can receive the information via SMS. This type

of service both creates jobs in collecting and distributing the data, as well as saves time and money

of the farmers and creates a more efficient price competition between resellers of the goods. Digital

literature in schools can be distributed at a smaller price than textbooks, and can hold a higher quality

as the content is easy to update. With health applications such as MedAfrica [73] the user can receive

information on health related issues, get directions for where to find medical services, monitor symptoms,

and more. Mobile connectivity creates the possibility to share and receive knowledge, and opens up new

job opportunities. But the investments needed in developing countries in order to build a foundation of

backbone infrastructure and a widely covering RAN is large, and it is important that the investments are

being spent in the best way possible. A solution is shared operations between MNOs to reduce duplicate

deployment and to alleviate expeditures as a result.

Limited power supply and frequent outages are among the key limiting factors for ICT development

in many Sub-Saharan countries, this includes both Kenya and Nigeria. Poor quality of the electrical

power grid also generates additional costs for MNOs that in many cases runs diesel generators as a

backup power source for transmission sites. The additional expenditures does not only come from diesel

costs and investments in generators. Transporting diesel to the sites are often costly because of long

transportation distances and poor road quality. Also, the diesel attracts thieves which results in high

distribution losses and additional costs for security. The penetration of power grid supply in Kenya

is limited both for rural and urban areas, (table I). The low quality of power supply in Kenya is by

some considered to be the greatest challenge of the Kenyan infrastructure, and a burden on the GDP

development, [15]. In 2012 89% of the BS sites where supplied by either the power grid or a combination

of diesel generator supply and power grid. In the latter case the diesel generator is used as a backup
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when there is an outrage on the main grid. In Kenya this is not uncommon, for some regions the outages

add up to several hours per day. Most of the remaining BS sites without a connection to the power grid

where run by diesel generators as its main source, and only a few where run on a green power solution.

The diesel generators used are a large expense for the MNOs that are funding the generators themselves.

This because of the large price of diesel fuel and costs related to transporting fuel to the sites. The sites

mostly relying on the diesel generators are in rural or remote areas, the same areas affected by poor

quality roads, which further increases transporting costs.

Country Access to electricity in total Access to electricity in urban Access to electricity in rural

Kenya 18% 51% 4%

Nigeria 50% 84% 35%

TABLE I: Access to electricity in Nigeria and Kenya, [15] [14]

The power grid in Nigeria is also considered to be a barrier for the development of the infrastructure

in the country. The electrification rate in Nigeria is higher than in the case of Kenya, but the quality is

unreliable as the grid is not able to generate enough power to meet the demand. The result of this is

frequent outages, some report only 15-25% uptime in some rural areas. The reliability of the power grid

was actually higher in Nigeria in 2002 than it is today as the capacity of the grid has not been improved

at the same rate as the increasing demand. The sources of the declining capacity are said to be due to

operational inefficiency and as a result of underpricing on energy usage, [14]. Nigerian BS sites are also

relying heavily on diesel generators which implies the same additional costs for MNOs as seen in Kenya.

In Nigeria it is also reported that diesel is frequently stolen either at the point of transportation or from

the generators at the site, [83].

Spectrum allocation per MNO is among the lowest in the world in Sub-Saharan Africa, [74]. The scarcity

of spectrum can become a key constraint on mobile communication development in Sub-Saharan countries

as the demand on mobile services continue to increase. It might also lower the affordability of mobile

services as MNOs need to deploy more BS to compensate for the low spectrum allocation, which in the

end is payed for by the end-user. Finding exact figures on spectrum pricing for this investigation has been

difficult. Nevertheless, it is indicated that spectrum pricing is generally low in the Sub-Saharan countries.

One source show that spectrum cost about 0.02USD/MHz/pop in Kenya, and the most expensive spectrum
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can be found in Egypt at 0.37USD/MHz/pop, [89]. The main barrier for acquiring spectrum in Nigeria

and Kenya therefore does not seem to be pricing, but with limited frequency allocation in general to

mobile telephony from the government and regulators.

Region Spectrum size

Kenya 220MHz

Nigeria 363MHz

European average 590 MHz

US average 547 MHz

TABLE II: Total spectrum allocated to mobile communications in Nigeria and Kenya compared to

European and US average, [90]

One potential source of additional spectrum on a global scale is from the Digital Dividend; the

transition from analogue to digital television. The number of analogue TV channels are generally low

for the majority of the Sub-Saharan countries. Although, Kenya and Nigeria are in this case among the

few exceptions. Kenya has 20 analogue channels to be converted, and Nigeria has over 40. This gives

countries such as Nigeria and Kenya the potential of releasing large chunks of spectrum in the 700MHz

and 800MHz band to be used for mobile services in the near future.

The demand on capacity of the mobile network is further increased by the generally low fixed line

penetration in Sub-Saharan countries. The shortage in fixed lines results in that there are almost no

fixed internet subscriptions in countries where a majority of the population are using the internet on a

regular basis. Mobile broadband has instead become the main (and often the only) source of an internet

connection in these areas. The African continent is therefore currently the only continent in the world

where mobile revenues are higher then fixed line revenues, [90]. It is likely that many Sub-Saharan

countries will experience a lowered QoS in the future resulting from congestion of mobile traffic if the

demand will continue to increase at the current rate. Additional spectrum needs to be reassigned to mobile

communication and a more dense mobile coverage has to be deployed to prevent this upcoming threat.

The regional average of taxes on mobile handhelds and services compared to the TCMO are among

the highest in the world in Sub-Saharan Africa, [90], [93]. Although, there is a large spread within the

countries. The highest taxes are found in Gabon and Congo at 37.2% and 29.1% respectively. The taxes

in Kenya (20%) are lower then those of Nordic countries (25%), but higher then the global average of
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18%. Nigeria is somewhat of an exception as they only have a 5.4% tax on mobile handhelds, which is

one of the lowest in the world. Taxes on mobile handhelds can make a large difference in Sub-Saharan

countries for the affordability of mobile ownership, which is currently a problem as the TCMO generally

is a large part of the average GNI in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Commonly seen in countries with a low GNI is the dominance of prepaid subscriptions over postpaid

subscriptions, and that the number of SIMs per user is high. The prepaid subscriptions make it easy for

customers to switch between companies and receive the latest price offerings. Because of this there is

tight competition in Nigeria for the churn of customers that will change operator when a new price offer

is given. MNOs therefore force down prices and give offers that are included with the prepaid subscription.

Some examples of network sharing is seen in Sub-Saharan Africa. This is mainly for passive infrastructure

sharing through tower companies that roll-out infrastructure and leases it to MNOs. Just recently it was

announced that seven large MNOs is planning to share network infrastructure roll-out on the African

continent as well as in the Middle East, [4].

The Norwegian mobile market

Norway is a small country with large rural areas and 4.7 million inhabitants. The country has a mature

mobile ICT market with state-of-the-art technology and a saturated market. Norway is famous for being

one of the richest countries in the world, largely due to its rich oil-resources, which have had a positive

influence on the development in ICT in the country. In the late 90s Norway had the second highest

penetration of mobile telephone subscriptions in the world, [56]. Today 84% of the population has

subscriptions for some kind of mobile services, of which about half is mobile broadband subscriptions,

[18]. An evidence for its technical development can be found in 2009 when Norway together with Sweden

was the first countries to get 4G when it was deployed by TeliaSonera in Oslo and Stockholm. The mobile

ICT market in Norway seems to be in a state of saturation as a large part of the country is connected, with

few additional subscriptions the past few years. Instead, figures indicate that Norwegian subscribers are

leaving the older 2G and 3G technology for 4G subscriptions [18]. Norway has 3 main MNOs: Telenor,

Tele2 (Network Norway) and TeliaSonera (Netcom). Telenor is the clearly dominating company at 49,1%

market share, while TeliaSonera and Tele2 trails behind at 25,5% and 17,3% market share respectively.

Additionally there are about 15 small MNOs sharing the last 7.5% of the market. Another actor worth

mentioning is ICE.net, a mobile broadband provider (dongle services) that has a very high potential of
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growing in the near future after a successful spectrum auction in December 2013. In addition to these

MNOs Norway has a large number of MVNOs that enables a stronger competition and generates extra

revenues for the MNOs.

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• What are the opportunities and threats with network sharing in Nigeria and Kenya?

• What hindrances are there for implementing network sharing strategies in Nigeria and Kenya?

• How can regulators encourage network sharing strategies in Nigeria and Kenya?

III. RELATED WORK

In [24] different business models for network sharing is identified, along with the existing technical

solutions for implementing a co-operative approach between two or more mobile operators. Also, a

model for calculation savings is presented for the various scenarios considered. The author points out

that the technical solution chosen for implementation must coincide with the business model and the

geographical model of the sharing agreement. The calculations show that the ”Full sharing” approach,

where either all sites or entire radio is shared between operators, will generate the largest cost savings

of the business models presented. Also, more saving can be accumulated when site-related management

is outsourced to a third party. Outsourcing is further recommended by the author for providing neutral

governance and guaranteeing confidentiality of each operators data. On the other hand, a drawback of

outsourcing site-related issues is mentioned in [29] pointing out that the own organisation might lose

competence in the outsourced activities.

[31] measures the economic effect of various passive and active network sharing strategies when im-

plemented in South Korea. The author estimates that three to four percent of the annual revenue of

Korean MNOs can be saved by Mobile Network Sharing. In the conditions of the South Korean ICT

market the most extensive sharing strategy considered here, introducing MVNOs, results in the highest

cost savings. Although, the least extensive strategy, site sharing, also promises considerable cost savings

and is recommended as it is the easiest alternative to implement.

[66] investigates technological solutions of sharing mobile networks in emerging markets. Of the sharing

models considered in the report (MOCN or GWCN, in combination with or without backhaul sharing or

spectrum sharing) GWNCN with backhaul sharing is shown to be the most promising for both CAPEX
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and OPEX savings. It is also argued that international connectivity, which mainly comes from submarine

cables, is a significant cost that can be reduced if it is shared. The average of observed CAPEX and

OPEX costs for operators in developed and emerging markets show that CAPEX for power supply is a

substantially larger cost in emerging markets compared to mature markets. For observed OPEX in mature

and emerging markets, land rent shows to be a large portion of costs in mature markets but not so much

in emerging markets.

[19] presents the characteristics of the mobile communication market in the different regions of Africa in

2011. One of the main research questions in the article is: How large part of the population will be living

outside the commercially viable zones? It is here predicted, [19, p. 159], that 61% of the area in total

in Sub-saharan countries may be regarded as non-commerially viable, including 39% of the population.

Although, it is further predicted that this figure will drop to 30% if fully effective competition can be

established. The differences between the countries in the size of estimated viable areas are shown to be

very distinct. In small countries such as Seychelles and Comoros, as well as in South Africa which the

most successful mobile market in the region, 100% of the area is calculated to be regarded as commercially

viable. In Nigeria this is calculated to increase from 60% to 100%, and in Kenya from 92% to 97% if

fully effective competition can be established. The authors hold market liberalization and privatization of

the state-owned mobile operators as key for creating a healthy competition between mobile operators.

In article [29] Swedish and Indian telecom markets are compared to each other, with a specific focus on

cooperation and competition between mobile operators. A drawback mentioned here for sharing networks

is the lack of independence that the operator experiences; as the decision making might be harder and

investments slowed down when having to consider the decision making all parties. The author argues

that active sharing between the operators in India would be a natural extension as they now already often

share all passive network equipment. Active sharing for the operators in India is claimed to ”...improve

the efficiency of the overall system”. Although, for the moment sharing of active network equipment is

prohibited by Indian regulators.

[30] evaluates the potential for green power alternatives for powering telecom infrastructure in Kenya,

Tanzania and Uganda. Diesel generators are currently in use in Sub-Saharan countries, both as a primary

source in off-grid locations and as a secondary backup source at on-grid locations. Besides the negative

environmental impact , the use of diesel powered generators are also shown to be a substantial cost
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for MNOs and tower companies. By introducing Green powered alternatives it is possible to lower the

energy OPEX for the cost of a higher initial CAPEX, as well as being more friendly to the environment.

The increasing trend of tower companies owning telecom assets, including power infrastructure, is here

regarded as a positive trend as this reduces the burden on MNOs and helpes MNOs focus on core telecom

operations. A trend is also emerging in Sub-Saharan countries of Energy Service Companies that owns

the power generation to telecom base stations, and leases the service to MNOs or tower companies.

When competition was introduced in the telecommunications market in South Korea in the 1990s, the new

entrants had a hard time in competing with the incumbent operator that had a major advantage in network

coverage and capitalization, [68]. The South Korean regulator sought a solution to this by implementing

an assymetric regulation strategy with special regulatory restrictions to the incumbent operator. Successful

regulatory intervetions includes a restriction on basic monthly fees and a connection rate restriction which

had a positive effect on the competition, and a number portability program that lowered the switching

barrier between operators. Overall the assymmetric regulations in Korea is considered successful by the

authors of the paper by invoking an efficient competition between operators and an efficient allocation

of resources, [68].

IV. SCOPE AND CONTRIBUTION

A research gap has been identified for evaluating the potential that network sharing would have in Sub-

Saharan countries such as Nigeria and Kenya, by considering a variety of business strategies that are

different in the extent of what is being shared. The potential of a business strategy is here determined by

what influences the identified threats and opportunities would have when implemented. The contribution of

this research is to supply with a discussion on what the benefits would be with these business strategies,

and which of these are implementable in the near future. Also to give recommendations to national

regulator authorities in the two countries of how these can encourage these business strategies. The

regulators choice to discourage active sharing is here questioned by discussing what threats these types

of infrastructure sharing would have on competition in the two countries. Passive sharing is already being

implemented to some extent, but active sharing could generate additional cost savings for the operators,

which have shown to be much needed with the low penetration of mobile infrastructure in both countries.

V. METHODOLOGY

In order to answer the research questions a literature study was initially performed for the technical

aspects of network sharing. The information was gathered via published material from related work,
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national regulator associations, MNOs, and associated organisations. A S.W.O.T analysis was performed

on the chosen business strategies to identify the opportunities and threats associated with each approach.

The input for the S.W.O.T analysis came on one hand from a case study on the telecom market in Norway.

Norway has a prosperous mobile market in terms of quality, technology and subscriber penetration. By

taking their experiences for how Norway has met their challenges by implementing (or not implementing)

network sharing, some useful input was collected to the S.W.O.T analysis. The input for the analysis

came on the other hand from a literature study on the technical limitations on network sharing. With

the output of the S.W.O.T analysis along with a literature study on the Nigerian and the Kenyan mobile

market an evaluation was constructed for the potential of the business strategies in the two countries. The

literature study on the two markets aimed to construct a characteristic of the market on a macro level by

investigating a number of parameters, namely: existing fixed lines, financial status of the operators and the

population, spectrum availability, important competitive aspects, level of urbanisation, level of saturation

in customers, and identifying the main cost aspects for the operators. Because of the difficulties in finding

any specific figures on how much the operators spend on the various parts of the mobile infrastructure, no

estimations could be presented on how large the cost savings could be with the network sharing strategies

discussed in this report. With the S.W.O.T analysis together with a macro overview of the Nigerian and

Kenya markets some recommendations could at that point be given to the regulator authorities on how

they can encourage the development towards MNOs implementing those business strategies.

VI. NETWORK SHARING

The network sharing strategies that has been evaluated in this investigation in their potential in the

Nigerian and Kenyan ICT market are presented in this section. First a general background of sharing

networks and operations are discussed as well as the regulators incentives for encouraging sharing between

operators. Later some specific sharing strategies are presented. The technical explanation presented is for

3G technology as this is technology with the largest uplift in the Nigerian and Kenyan market for the

moment. But the argumentation for the sharing strategies are supposed to be valid for 4G technology as

well which has been introduced to a small extent in Nigeria and might increase rapidly in the future in

both countries. When two or more MNOs agree to share some part of their operation the appealing aspect

is almost always the potential of reducing costs, either directly or indirectly. Sharing can be implemented

in the radio access network, in the core network and in resources. Either in the form of acquisition

and installation, or in operation. Deployment costs can be reduced for roll-out of new infrastructure by

sharing site acquisition and the cost of setting up a transmission tower. Costs can also be reduced with
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Fig. 1: Typical structure of a 2G/3G network.

shared sites by sharing storage, equipment and personnel responsible for maintenance. Network sharing

can also be implemented for active network equipment in the RAN by sharing NodeB and RNC. The core

network can be shared by MNOs by having shared MSC and SGSN. A multitude of business scenarios

can be arranged by implementing a combination of the sharing scenarios above, and by sharing only some

geographical locations. Unutilized spectrum and non-fully utilized infrastructure are sometimes seen in

areas with low business potential. An effective way for a MNO to fully utilize resources is to allow

national roaming to other operators, or to allow MVNOs on its network. With these solutions the MNO

leases capacity to another MNO or MVNO and by that the (by the MNOs customers) unused spectrum

generates additional revenues for the MNO.

With network sharing comes the problem of differentiating oneself from competitors as it implies handing

over control over the own network to another actor, [94]. Either from using the same equipment as a

competitor, covering the same geographical locations, or offering the same quality and capacity when

roaming the network of some other operator. A trade-off is therefore identified in the extent of what is

shared between operators. An extensive sharing agreement increases the potential cost savings, but it also

reduces the in-house control and the MNOs ability to differentiate.

• BTS/NodeB: The base station, equipment for transmitting and receiving wireless signals.

• RNC: Controls the NodeB’s and routes data to the core network.
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• MSC: Routes and switches calls within and between networks.

• SGSN: Core network element for processing data from GPRS connections.

• HLR: The register containing the required information about the customer.

• Service platform: The MNOs software application for administering the communication process.

The incentive of sharing networks does not only come from MNOs, but it can also be encouraged or

even forced upon MNOs from national and regional regulators. E.g for allowing new operators to enter

the market or to help smaller operators to get more established. By that the regulator can level out

unbalanced the competition. Another incentive that is mainly from the regulators point of view is to

minimize duplication for environmental purposes. The forming of partnerships between operators can

also be limited by regulators if there is a risk of creating an unbalanced competition, lets say if two large

operators join forces in order to gain monopoly. Depending on circumstances in competition a sharing

arrangement can in one market increase the incentive for roll-out, and lower it in another. Consequently,

the sharing arrangements enforced by a regulator needs to be considered carefully.

When setting up a base station site in rural areas it is not uncommon that new power lines have to

be drawn to the location, and roads leading up to the site need to be laid out. This can be a large part of

the CAPEX related to deploying site and consequently a barrier for MNOs to find it economically viable

to cover these areas because of the high SAC. Shared deployment of a site can lower the CAPEX of each

MNO significantly and reduce barrier for roll-out in rural areas. Another reason for sharing sites is to

have joint protection of assets. Without proper security, network equipment can be stolen or vandalised

which generates unnecessary CAPEX and OPEX.

Risks with Network Sharing

Sharing networks with a competitor is not free from risks. Obviously, sharing operations with a competitor

can possibly hurt the competitive edge of an actor. Sharing operations with another MNO can also create

problems in the decision making process as the companies might have different predictions for the future

and different interest in the market. Also the financial status can differ and therefore the possibility to

invest. Also, the process in itself to merge networks and/or operations can too costly or in other way

complicated for it to be economically viable, [66].

A risk associated with network sharing when forced on the MNOs from a regulator is lowered incentive of
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site build-out. In the case where the operator strives for a geographical advantage with the investments in

facilities, it is obviously lost when having to open up for site sharing with other MNOs. In this sense can

site sharing be a threat to facility-based competition. With sharing of active equipment comes the issue

of maintaining integrity between the companies. A MNO has sensitive data that is not to be shared with

competitors, [?]. One solution for ensuring integrity between the actors is to let a 3rd party actor control

the shared part of the operations. The operators therefore has indirect control of the shared resources

through the 3rd party actor without the risk of leaking data to the other MNOs. Other risks of network

sharing are hidden costs, e.g related to lost revenues due to loss in competitive advantage as a result of

the sharing agreement.

PASSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

Site sharing

Site rental, site acquisition and installation is a large part of the CAPEX in infrastructure deployment.

Site sharing has the potential to lower large parts of these expenditures by sharing the site and related

installation such as: equipment shelters, air conditioning, fences, security, and power supply.With this

strategy it is also possible to reduce OPEX by having one common maintenance team operating the

site. Site sharing can be implemented through joint acquisition, one operator leasing from another, or

leasing through a 3rd party. The latter is sometimes in the form of sell-and-leaseback where one or more

operators sells the site to a 3rd party actor to get neutral governance through that actor. Also there are

companies with main purpose of leasing mobile network infrastructure to MNOs. These are called tower

companies. Joint acquisition can include splitting the cost of paving roads leading to the site in cases

where it is needed. The deal can include shared costs of a grid connection or other operating costs in

energy supply. Site sharing is beneficial for reducing costs of Greenfield roll-out and for introducing new

operators in a market. With site sharing the area considered as economically viable for covering can be

extended, and the incentive for roll-out in rural (underserved) areas is increased. On the other hand, the

incentive of acquiring expensive sites in sought after areas can be reduced if the MNOs are forced by a

regulator to share the site. Site sharing is despite this over all considered as a relatively safe approach.

Tower sharing

Tower sharing is an extension of site sharing in which the transmission tower also is shared. The tower in

itself is usually either a considerable part of the cost or the largest part of the cost of a BS site. Sharing

towers between operators is therefore a promising way to reduce CAPEX. The antennas mounted on a
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shared tower is on the other hand usually not shared if the spectrum is not shared between the operators.

This is because the cost of antennas and related equipment is generally not high. Also, there is often a

problem with directing the antennas if it is used by multiple operators using different frequency bands,

[66]. In the case of tower sharing the tower therefore need to be dimensioned to withstand the weight

of all antennas and other possible equipment of all MNOs sharing the tower.

ACTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

MORAN

MORAN is an implementation of RAN sharing between two or more operators. Here the MNOs have

their own core network, own licenses and services. The MORAN strategy implies sharing of at least the

site, as NodeB and RNC are shared with logics dividing the sharing actors. MORAN has the potential

of lowering equipment costs and saved OPEX through shared maintenance and operations. With the

strategy the MNOs still have control over their own network traffic and have independence in roaming

arrangements. With MORAN comes reduced ability for technical differentiation, e.g in NodeB equipment,

as well as the need for coordination in decisions and implementation with the other operators.

MOCN

MOCN is another type of RAN sharing strategy similar to MORAN, except here the spectrum is

shared between the MNOs as well. There are examples of MOCN without spectrum sharing but in

this investigation I will refer to the MOCN specified by 3GPP [80] with spectrum sharing. Same parts

of the network structure is shared as in MORAN in addition with shared tower and antennas. On one

hand can spectrum be shared by a host with spectrum surplus to one or several guests that requires more

spectrum in that region or in that/those specific frequency band(s). On the other hand can the sharing be

mutual where both or all sharing actors share spectrum with each other for the same reasons. Frequency

spectrum is a important competitive aspect for MNOs, and consequently, regulators often rules this type of

spectrum sharing as inappropriate for competitive reasons. One risk of sharing spectrum is the lowered

incentive for investments in licensed spectrum. This is not necessarily a negative aspect of MNOs as

licensed spectrum is massively expensive in general. But it is lost revenues for the regulator and for the

economy in that region in general, [97].
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GWCN

GWCN sharing is another sharing strategy recognised by 3GPP where core nodes are shared in addition to

the RAN, [80, p.6]. Even in this implementation are there options for both shared spectrum and separate

dedicated spectrum. In GWCN the MSC and SGSN are shared in the core network in addition to RNC and

NodeB. This implementation promises higher cost savings than RAN sharing and passive infrastructure

sharing, though the increase is not considered as large, [32, p.18]. Shared core network can also facilitate

new entrants to delay long term investment by leasing lines from established operators. Although, the

strategy implies additional complications in implementation in the form comp ability problems, and even

less possibility of differentiation. For the shared part of the network the MNOs can only differentiate

at service platform level. Also, it requires that at least one of the actors has spare capacity in its core

network in least lines agreement, and that both/all actors have spare capacity in a bilateral agreement,

[32, p.14].

LEASED CAPACITY

MVNO and National roaming

With MVNO agreements a hosting MNO sells capacity to one or more MVNO actors. A MVNO is

a telecom operator that has its own distribution channel but does not have its own RAN, no spectrum

licenses, and may or may not have its own core network, [98, p.4]. An MVNO can either buy the right to

roam the network of an MNO, or the MVNO are in cases fully owned by the MNO. Introducing MVNOs

on ones network is a way for MNOs to generate revenues from under-utilized spectrum. The MVNO is

either an independent telecom operator or an operator owned by an MNO. The latter is the case of several

MVNO companies in Norway where usually the MNO has either started a MVNO for marketing, e.g

Djuice which is a MVNO fully owned by Telenor [96], or that the MNO has bought a MVNO to gain its

customers, e.g Chess that was bought by TeliaSonera in 2006, [108]. The advantage of being an MVNO

is the ability to avoid large long-term CAPEX investments in infrastructure, which makes MVNOs an

easy way to introduce additional competition in a market. The positive aspects of saving investments

in infrastructure is traded for traffic costs, and being dependent of a MNO. The MVNO has at best

the same quality as the MNO or worse, and it is not possible for a MVNO to differentiate in network

equipment. Another way for a MNO to generate additional revenues from an under-utilised spectrum is

through National Roaming. National roaming can either be unilateral or bilateral. In the unilateral case

one or more MNO buys the right to roam the network of another MNO, usually for a limited region

and usually for regions that is not of the highest business potential. This is an easy way for MNOs to
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expand coverage to a region without the need for infrastructure roll-out. In bilateral agreements two or

more MNO allows the other MNOs to roam each others network in order to widen their coverage. The

actors of the latter agreement will in most cases open up for roaming in regions with equal level of

business potential, and offers the same QoS in these areas. Both unilateral and bilateral national roaming

necessitates surplus of spectrum resources in the agreed regions. Both MVNO agreements and national

roaming are fairly easy to implement relative to the other sharing strategies that has been investigated

here. The simple implementation makes it easy to transition into or out of a roaming agreement, or to

switch from one roaming agreement to another, [32]. National roaming and MVNOs are by some not

considered as network sharing as no network elements needs to be shared. But here they are included

in the investigation as there is a sharing of capacity, and the end-goals are the same as for the network

sharing strategies. Namely generating additional revenues and improving the utilization of resources.

Shared MORAN MOCN GWCN

Site Y Y Y

Tower Y/N Y Y

Antennas Y/N Y Y/N

BTS/ NodeB Y Y Y

RNC Y Y Y

MSC/SGSN N N Y

Spectrum N Y Y/N

HLR N N N

Service platforms N N N

TABLE III: Technical implementation of MORAN, MOCN and GWCN, [94], [80], [66], [106], [107].

THE ICT MARKET IN NIGERIA, KENYA AND NORWAY

In the coming sections we take a closer look at the ICT market in the three countries chosen for the

case study in this investigation. We need an understanding of what the limitations are in the countries for

further development as an implemented network sharing strategy should aim at reducing those limitations.

In order to identify the limitations in each country one needs to characterise how mobile telephony is

used in that country. A better understanding of the Norwegian telecom market helps this investigation to
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evaluate how network sharing strategies have been successful or not in Norway. An understanding of the

three countries makes it possible to identify similarities between them, and with that identify potential

network sharing strategies for Nigeria and Kenya, by using the experiences from the Norwegian case.

Those strategies that has not been implemented in Norway will be characterised through related work. The

potential of implementing all of the sharing strategies chosen for this investigation in Nigeria and Kenya

will be evaluated through a SWOT analysis to identify the threats and opportunities. By investigating the

current legislations of the national and regional regulators in Nigeria and Kenya the potential regulatory

barriers for implementing the strategies are identified. With the threats and opportunities of the strategies

along with the potential barriers for implementation it is possible to present qualitative suggestions for

network sharing strategies in those countries.

VII. THE NIGERIAN ICT MARKET

Nigeria has had an uprising economy the past years similarly to many other Sub-Saharan countries,

which has enabled an increasingly large part of the Nigerian population to afford mobile handhelds. The

country currently the largest mobile market in Sub-Saharan Africa, surpassing South Africa in 2008,

which is not entirely surprising considering the size of the Nigerian population of 170 million. [19].

Most of the mobile subscriptions in Nigeria are for 2G services, and with 3G on an uprise. 4G has been

launched in limited regions, but yet has only a small number of subscribers. The country is dependent

on its rich oil resources, being the largest producer of oil in Africa. Nigeria had an increase in GDP of

6.6% in 2012, and the figure was even higher the previous year, [18]. Although, Nigeria has a history

of widespread poverty which is far from eliminated. About one third of the population in total has a

monthly income below the poverty line, and the same figure is about 80% for the rural population, [100].

The price for offering mobile services to a generally poor population is a highly competitive market

where operators force down the prices, resulting in very low revenues. There are currently eight MNOs

competing for customers, four main MNOs and four smaller MNOs, which is the most competitive market

in Sub-Saharan Africa in the number of MNOs, [89].

Most of the mobile subscriptions in Nigeria are prepaid subscriptions, which often is the case with

low income users, [8]. With prepaid subscriptions the user can easily switch operator when a better

offer is given. The Nigerian MNOs use this to their advantage to entice customers by dropping prices,

give bonuses or other offers that comes with the subscriptions. This aggressive price competition that is

currently prominent in Nigeria is on one hand boosting mobile penetration, but may also not be sustainable

for MNOs in the long term, [27].
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Fig. 2: Mobile connections per each generation of mobile technology in Nigeria, [18]

MTN (46.14%)
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Etisalat (12.78%)
Other (2.14%)

Fig. 3: Market share distribution of MNOs in Nigeria.

Although the prices of mobile services in Nigeria are low in global standards, they are still a large part

of the monthly average income for the Nigerian mobile users. The historically poor economy in Nigeria

also reflects the conditions of road and infrastructure in the country. Unpaved road are in poor quality and

is complicating transportation, and the power supply is in poor quality both in rural and urban areas, [?].

The poor quality of the power grid is compensated with by using diesel generators to power transmission

sites. These generators results in high run costs (up to 2000 USD per month) for transmission sites in

the country, [89, p.45].

Operator MTN is the clear leader in number of subscribers with over 46% of the market, figure 3.
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MTN is furthermore the largest operator in Sub-Saharan Africa, being active in 21 countries on the

African continent and in the middle east. Airtel (Zain) is an Indian company currently operating in 20

countries across the globe, many of the those being Sub-Saharan countries. Globacom (Glo-mobile) and

Etisalat are also multinational companies with most of their operations in Sub-Saharan Africa. The four

smaller operators share about two percent of the market. Having a few percentage points of the market

share in Nigeria is very different from a country such as Norway considering the large population size.

In Nigeria even a small percentage of the market is still a large number of customers, and might be

enough to run a successful business. Although, two of the small operators (Multi-links and Starcomms)

have lost a substantial part of their customers the past year to the larger competitors: from a few hundred

thousand customers to under one hundred thousand.

Fig. 4: GSM network coverage map of MTN, [74] 4. GSM area coverage: 34% (2009). GSM population

coverage: 72% (2009).

The Nigerian Communications Commission is the national regulator in Nigeria, which is an agency

under Federal Ministry of Communication, [20]. The NCC deems collocation, either physical or virtual,

and infrastructure sharing between operators as an important part of interconnection. Major operators in

Nigeria are required to offer some part of their facilities as available for collocation, and operators are

obligated to plan network resources in such a way as to make infrastructure sharing possible. This includes

dimensioning towers for excess loading capacity, and dimensioning storage rooms and underground ducts
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in a way that these can be used by more than one operator. Currently, active sharing of RNC, Node B

and MSC is not encourage by the NCC, and the same goes for national roaming. Frequency sharing on

the other hand intended for geographical coverage is not prevented, [20, p.14].

All large operators in Nigeria has to report to the NCC which of its facilities that are available for

collocation. Physical collocation can be requested by some operator A for placing transmission equipment

at the facilities of an operator B for interconnecting the networks of operator A. In the case where physical

collocation is not deemed feasible, virtual collocation should be offered instead, where the equipment of

operator A is placed in the equipment line-up of the operator B. Where virtual collocation is not deemed

feasible, remote collocation should be offered where the equipment is installed in a location near the

premises of operator B. The request for remote collocation can not be rejected by any operator.

Encouraged sharing Prevented sharing

Ducts Complete network structures

Masts MSC

Poles RNC

Antenna mast and tower structures BTS/Node B/eNB

Trenches National Roaming

Space in buildings

Power supply (public or private source)

Frequency spectrum

Fixed lines

TABLE IV: NCC guidelines for infrastructure sharing in Nigeria, [?].

The fixed line penetration in Nigeria is very low in global standards where fixed broadband penetration

is estimated to 6.1% and most backbone are in the form of microwave links, [21]. Although, the country

has the second largest fiber network in Sub-Saharan Africa after South Africa, [19, p.89]. The deployment

of fiber networks in Nigeria has been slow due to high cost of rights of way, and from operators not

willing to share fiber line infrastructure. The latter has resulted in that some regions with high business

potential have multiple parallell networks, while other regions are left without.

The NCC has as a remedy to this set an Open Access Model for the deployment of fiber networks
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Fig. 5: Number of fixed lines and internet users per 100 inhabitants in Nigeria, [70].

in Nigeria. In this system the operators and ISPs rent fiber network from InfraCos, an independent actor

responsible for the deployment. The goal is that this will result in a more efficient planning of the fiber

network. The NCC also lists vandalism and other damage to fiber cables as an important aspect to address

in the deployment of fiber in the country.

Nigeria achieved a very high growth of submarine fiber network capacity in 2010 and 2012 with the

deployment of four new fiber connections: MainOne, ACE, Glo-1, and WACS. Before the additional

submarine lines the Nigerian international connectivity relied mostly on satellite connections and one

submarine connection. The satellite connections does not have sufficient capacity to meet the increasing

demand and the previous submarine cable was known for being unreliable and expensive, [76]. Despite

this rapid increased capacity, the price of broadband has not been lowered as a result. The reason for

this might be the much lower level of terrestrial fiber in the country.

MainOne Glo-1 WACS ACE

4.92Tbps † 2.5Tbps † 5.12Tbps † 5.12Tbps †

TABLE V: International connectivity in Nigeria, [77] [79] [10]. † estimated total cable capacity.

Nigeria has one of the largest allocation of spectrum in total to mobile communication in Sub-Saharan

Africa, [89]. On the other hand, the average i spectrum allocation for the continent is the lowest in
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the world, and the allocation in Nigeria small when split over eight competing MNOs. The four large

operators have 20MHz each and the smaller MNOs even less, where most of the spectrum is in the

1800MHz and 1900MHz bands. The NCC has received criticism for delaying the allocation of 2.3GHz

and 2.6GHz bands to mobile communication. The hindrance is because of a disagreement of who should

be allocated the spectrum and the procedure for the allocation. NCC on one hand planned to hold a

spectrum auction of unallocated spectrum in the 2.3GHz band while others argue that this will not leave

enough guard bands which might worsen the current interference problems witnessed in the band. The

spectrum fee in Nigeria is annual and calculated depending on the level of urbanisation, bandwidth size,

spectrum band and license duration. Over all there is a shortage in spectrum in Nigeria. Combined with

the unreliable power supply and poor backbone infrastructure negatively affects the quality of mobile

services. NCC recently put fines on MTN, Airtel and Glo-mobile for not meeting the quality demands,

[?].

Operator 800Mhz 900Mhz 1800MHz 1900MHz

MTN - 5MHz 15MHz -

Glo mobile - 5MHz 15MHz -

Airtel (Zain) - 5MHz 15MHz -

Etisalat - 5MHz 15MHz -

Visafone 5MHz - - -

Starcomms - - - 7.5MHz

Multi-links 5MHz (Only in Lagos) - - 5MHz

ZOOMmobile - - - 5MHz

TABLE VI: Overview of frequency allocation for Nigerian MNOs [20].

There are examples of passive network sharing present in Nigeria. This in the form of tower companies

that roll-out and manages the infrastructure. Starcomms has signed a sale-and-lease-back with Tower

company Swap and with this aim to free up capital and be able to focus on its core business, [40]. Tower

company Helios towers leases infrastructure to a number of Nigerian MNOs, [41]. Helios towers deploy

and manage transmission sites that allows multiple operators per site to lease the infrastructure. Airtel

and MTN had plans for a sharing agreement of passive infrastructure but did not follow through the

plans because the operators feared not being able to guarantee sufficient quality.
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THE KENYAN ICT MARKET

The economy in Kenya has been on a strong uprise the past years with only a slowed down development

in 2012. The improving economy has had a positive effect on mobile communications, which in itself

return a positive effect on the economy in the form of job opportunities.

In Kenya there are 12.4 million internet subscriptions, of which 99% are mobile subscriptions, [48]. This

is a result of the historically very low fixed line penetration in Kenya. The Kenyan demographics has in

short time expressed a demand for internet and data services, but the roll-out of fixed line infrastructure

has not been able to keep up. This results in very high prices for fixed internet and broadband connection,

especially compared to the country’s average income, and it is therefore easier for the public to get their

internet connection through their mobile handheld.
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Fig. 6: Mobile connections per each generation of mobile technology in Kenya, [18]

Kenya currently has four MNOs competing for the market, but with a clear unbalance between the

operators. Safaricom is the large dominant company with over 63% of the subscribers. Safaricom grabbed

a large part of the market by being the only operator in Kenya for a long while to offer 3G/WCDMA. An

important part of the success of Safaricom in the resent years is because of M-pesa, Safaricom’s mobile

money transfer service.

M-pesa is used for transferring money from one person to another, paying bills, and buying items.

M-pesa subscribers can withdraw Kenyan shillings (Kshs) and load up electronic value to and from their

mobile handheld in M-pesa shops all over the country, [91]. For some users M-pesa works as a substitute

for a traditional bank account when it is difficult for the individual to get to a bank or a withdrawal,
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Safaricom (63.4%)

Airtel (18.27%)

yu (11.03%)

Orange (7.3%)

Fig. 7: Market share distribution of MNOs in Kenya.

or when a bank account is too expensive. Also, some customers feel more safe when walking down

the street as they can lower the need for having cash on them by loading it into their M-pesa account.

Currently 82.4% of the customers of Safaricom also use M-pesa, [5]. This results in that M-pesa is the

largest source of revenues for Safaricom after voice calls, [88]. M-pesa is mainly a person-to-person

payments service, but Safaricom is also launching M-KESHO that functions as a regular bank savings

account, [105]. All competitors in Kenya have released their own mobile money service as well following

in the same steps as Safaricom.

Safaricom had in 2012 over 3100 transmission sites of the 5565 sites in total in Kenya, [88] [30].

Kenyas GSM coverage have reached over 38% of the land area, [30]. This rather low number is not

surpricing as large regions of Kenya have either a very low or no population. The population cover of

GSM in the country other hand is about 95%.

The spectrum allocation in Kenya is very low compared to the global standard. The Kenyan regulator

has observed that there is an under-utilization of frequency spectrum in the country, especially from TV

broadcasting, [42]. The Kenyan government need to release spectrum according to the recommendations

of ITU, e.g from the digital dividend, [43].
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Fig. 8: GSM network coverage map of Airtel, [74]. GSM area coverage: 38% (2009). GSM population

coverage: 95% (2009).

Operator 800Mhz 900Mhz 1800MHz 2100MHz

Safaricom - 2×5MHz 2×5MHz 2×5MHz

Airtel (Celtel Kenya) - 2×5MHz 2×5MHz 2×5MHz

Orange (Telkom Kenya) 2×2.5MHz 2×3.75MHz 2×5MHz 2×5MHz

yu (Essar Telecom) - 2×3.75MHz 2×5MHz -

TABLE VII: Frequency allocation for Kenyan MNOs.

The Communications Commission of Kenya (CCK) is the national telecom regulator in Kenya, which

is mandated by the Ministry of Information, Communications and Technology, [23] [12]. The CCK

encourages sharing of transmission site where possible, and can also mandate co-location if the actor
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cannot show good reason for why co-location is not implementable, [103, p.33]. Co-location is a shared

facility where operators have equipment, power, cooling and general storage. The CCK also allows sharing

of passive network equipment such as transmission tower, ground space, shelters, power supply, ducts and

cable trenches, [102, p.7]. Sharing of radio frequency spectrum is also allowed, [104, p.5]. Although, the

CCK does not specify in its published material whether sharing of active network equipment is allowed.

Encouraged sharing

Towers

Ground space

Shelters

Power supply (public or private source)

Ducts

Cable trenches

Frequency spectrum

Fixed lines

TABLE VIII: Kenyan regulator’s guidelines for infrastructure sharing in Kenya.

The power supply in Kenya is in many regions unreliable and is affected by frequent outtages. The

situation is similar to what is seen in Nigeria currently where diesel generators often are used as a main

supply or a backup supply to the power grid connection. Although, the costs of running a transmission site

in Kenya on average is reported to cost half as much as in Nigeria, [89] p.45. The power consumption

in the country in total is far from the standard in developed countries, and even compared to some

other African countries. Kenya had recently only a power consumption equal to 3% of middle-income

African countries, [15]. Although, the low quality of the power grid is a limitation on the deployment of

transmission sites in the country. Kenya has a very low fixed line penetration compared to European or

North American standards, [17]. The country is estimated to have 5865 telecom sites and is estimated to

increase that number with 10% annually, [30].

Similarly to Nigeria, the Kenyan regulators have driven a liberal assignment of licenses for deploying

fiber-optic backbone. This boosted the speed of fiber backbone roll-out in Kenya to become the fastest

of the Sub-Saharan countries in 2010 [19]. A national project for deploying terrestrial fiber network is

currently under process in Kenya, called NOFBI. NOFBI is an initiative from the Kenyan government
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Fig. 9: Number of fixed lines and internet users per 100 inhabitants in Kenya, [71].

in collaboration with Telkom Kenya (Orange). Telkom receives a commission for managing the fiber

infrastructure, but the fiber network is run in an open access model, [44]. Meaning that Telkom has to

pay access fees for using the network similarly to the other operators. It is reported that Kenya similarly

to Nigeria is troubled by cables being cut from acts of vandalism.

Much of the internets content is located in countries where having a internet connection has been a

commodity for a long time, e.g North America and Europe. Consequently investing in international

connectivity is an important aspect for a country like Kenya to be able to provide with high quality

connections to their customers without disruptions and at the connection speeds that the customers are

paying for. The main part of the international connectivity to Kenya comes from submarine fiber-optic

cables, and a lesser part from satellite connections. Following is a list of international sub-marine cables

that connects to the Kenyan cost.

• EASSy, Eastern Africa Submarine Cable System: Connects the Eastern and Southern African conti-

nent to Europe and Northern America. EASSy has several landing stations on the African continent,

one of the in Mombasa Kenya. Investments for the EASSy network comes from mobile network

operators and service providers, both African and Global. EASSy delivers a total capacity of 4.72Tbps

which is distributed over several African countries, [50].

• TEAMs The East African Submarine Cable System: The TEAMs network is an initiative by the

Kenyan government and is today a consortium of Kenyan operators, The Kenyan government and
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Etisalat. The TEAMs cable connects the terrestrial fiber network in Mombasa to Fujairah in the

United Arab Emirates, [51].

• SEACOM African Cable System Privately funded submarine fiber-optic cable that connects the

African continent to Europe and India. TEAMs has a landing point in Mombasa, Kenya. [52].

• Lion2 Indian Ocean Submarine Cable. Connects between Mombasa Kenya and Islands outside the

Eastern coastline of Africa.

• VSAT Very Small Aperature Terminal Satellite connectivity is funded and controlled by Satellite

operators. Satellite connections generally has lower capacity then the submarine cables, but has the

benefit that the connectivity can be supplied directly to the customers.

It is estimated that the total amount of utilised bandwidth stood at 356.9Gbps, which is 41.3% of the

total available bandwidth. So for the moment, international bandwidth is not a bottleneck for mobile and

fixed internet services in Kenya. Although, the improved international capacity has not lowered broadband

prices in the country. Assuming there is an efficient price-competition for backbone capacity in Kenya,

this could imply that the terrestrial fiber backbone still is a bottleneck in the mobile network.

EASSy TEAMs SEACOM Lion2 VSAT

122.9Gbps 120Gbps 578.4Gbps 41Gbps 639.5Mbps

TABLE IX: International connectivity in Kenya, [12].

Airtel and yu (Essar) formed a passive sharing agreement in 2009 to share a part of their transmission

sites, [45]. Airtel at the time was a much larger operator as yu only had less than 1% of the subscribers,

while Airtel was the second largest operator after Safaricom at that point as well. Today yu is the third

largest and only a few percentage points behind Airtel. Airtel announced plans recently to acquire yu in

Kenya to gain their customers and resources, [46]. Similarly to Nigeria, Kenya also have tower companies

for roll-out of transmission sites. Eaton towers is a tower company present in Kenya which Orange has

signed a deal with for roll-out and maintenance of passive infrastructure, [47].

VIII. THE NORWEGIAN ICT MARKET

The Norwegian geography is rich with deep valleys and high mountains, which is definitely a challenge

for mobile communication. The rugged landscape along with its far northern location creates vast rural

areas that are difficult to cover. Still the market penetration of mobile services is currently at 84%, and an
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estimated 94% of the population was internet users in 2011, which should be considered as impressive

with the geographical challenges. The Norwegian MNOs are also at the frontier in telecommunications

technology, being among the first to successfully launch 4G networks. Mobile services are offered to the

public at a medium to low price for the general public, without it seeming to negatively influence the

revenues acquired by the MNOs. The competition is divided among 3 large MNOs, 15 small MNOs, as

well as a high number of MVNOs, [36].

Telenor (49.1%)

TeliaSonera (25.5%)

Tele2 (17.3%)

Others (7.5%)

Fig. 10: Market share distribution of MNOs in Norway.

In recent years the number of mobile users in Norway has in rough terms been at a constant level,

indicating a saturation on the market and a technology migration. 3G has continuously been replacing

2G subscriptions since 2009, and in the last year the number of 4G subscriptions has increased rapidly

while both 2G and 3G subscriptions have been decreasing, [18].

Telenor is the oldest telecommunications operator in Norway. The company started as a state-owned

company in 1855 and was at that point called Telegraphverket, [56] . Telegrafverket was responsible

for building and operating the fixed line telephone system, and then later entered the mobile telephone

business. As a result of Telenor’s long history of being a fixed line operator, they are today dominant in

a variety of communication services, including: TV broadcasting (50% market shares), fixed broadband

(50% market shares), and external sales of transmission capacity, [34]. Consequently, Norway has been

able to deploy fixed lines for a long time, and today has a high quality fixed line infrastructure. In

2012 it Norway has an estimated 1.85 million fixed broadband subscriptions, which is about 39% of the

population, [34]. This is a very high number considering that there usually are more than one individual
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Fig. 11: Mobile connections per each generation of mobile technology in Norway, [18].
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Fig. 12: Number of fixed lines and internet users per 100 inhabitants in Norway, [69]

Telenor is considered to have SMP on a variety of elements on the market, including call origination and

call termination in the fixed network, mobile access and call origination on mobile networks, terminating

segments of leased lines, wholesale network infrastructure access, wholesale broadband access, and more.

Obligations of Telenor as demanded by the NPT includes allowing access to fixed line network for other

operators, non-discriminatory practices, and following price regulations set by the NPT, [35]. Additionally

Telenor is obligated to provide access for MVNOs, allow national roaming, and co-location, [63]. Telenor

has today a large number MVNO agreements, on of them with the operator Ventelo, [36] [63]. The

widespread infrastructure of Telenor gives them advantage of scale, and are profiting well from their
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size. Telenor is structuring their value configuration accordingly by competing for customers both in

mobile services and all the large fixed line services. In that sense does Telenor not have any pressure of

forcing down prices and can rely on being the actor that has the best infrastructure.

TeliaSonera is the second largest operator and is in Norway branded as NetCom, [109]. The company

is from the beginning a combination of operators originating from the scandinavian neighbours Sweden

and Finland. TeliaSonera is in addition to Norway is present in a variety of countries in Europe and Asia,

[108]. The company also owns the MVNO Chess in Norway, [110]. Telenor and NetCom are so far the

only two operators in Norway that offers 4G services.

Tele2 is the smallest of the three main operators in Norway. The company comes from Comviq AB

that was formed in Sweden in the 70’s from a group of companies, and entered the mobile market

to compete with Telegrafverket (Telenor) that at the time had Monopoly in the Swedish market, [58].

Tele2’s strategy was to compete with lower prices than the incumbent operator as the competitor had all

the infrastructure, and this is a competitive strategy that still can be seen in Tele2 at the present time.

Tele2 entered the Norwegian market in the 90s and is today the third largest operator in Norway. In 2011

Tele2 acquired Network Norway which at the time was a significant MNO in the Norwegian market,

and with that took the third place in the Norwegian ICT market. At the time Tele2 owned one part of

Mobile Norway, a mobile infrastructure company, where Network Norway owned the other part in a joint

venture agreement with Tele2. Consequently Tele2 is currently the sole owner of Mobile Norway which

Tele2 is using as its radio access company that owns all the radio spectrum that Tele2 is transmitting on.

Furthermore Tele2 owns and controls the MVNOs OneCall and Lebara through Network Norway. Last

year Lebara changed name to MyCall in Norway but is keeping the brand Lebara in its other countries,

[60]. Tele2 offers different services for the different countries where they are active. As an example, in

Sweden Tele2 offers mobile telephony, mobile broadband, fixed broadband, fixed telephony, fixed TV

services and their own mobile Apps. In Norway Tele2 offers only mobile telephony and mobile broadband

in the form of Dongles, and fixed line telephony that is only for companies, [59].

Tele2 has from the beginning of its operations put focus on offering the most affordable prices of the

large actors on the market, and they currently have the role of cost leadership in Norway. Tele2 is also

being careful of what services they choose to compete for, only entering parts of the market where they

believe that they have a potential of becoming a market leader in. Tele2 has shown signs of trying to
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differentiate themselves on the market by offering their own application, Tele2 Play. This is an expected

business strategy when competing with an operator like Telenor that has dominant position in all parts

of the mobile market. The spectrum auction is a major set back for Tele2 and is another reason for

differentiating themselves on the market in order to acquire new customers. TeliaSonera through NetCom

and Chess is also limiting its offered services to mobile services, and not fixed line services as Telenor.

The mobile broadband provider ICE.net is owned by the american company Access Industries, and

is a promising actor in the future on the norwegian ICT market. So far has ICE.net offered mobile

broadband services in the form of dongles, but a recent spectrum auction indicates that ICE.net might

have other plans for the future. ICE.net has up until the auction in December 2013 only used spectrum

in the 410MHz and 450MHz bands, but has after the auction access to frequencies in the 800, 900 and

1800 MHz band. ICE.net has in Norway prioritized rural areas and is currently the third largest provider

of mobile broadband in Norway after Telenor and TeliaSonera, [63].

The mobile operators in Norway receive a high revenue on average from the Norwegian users. The

ARPU for the third quarter of 2013 was estimated to 72 dollars [18] on average. Still, the price for

mobile voice-service and mobile data is low compared to OECD countries. These can be indicators

that there is healthy price-competition in Norway, and that the norwegian mobile subscribers are large

consumers of mobile voice and data services.

Fig. 13: Mobile telephony costs for 100 calls and 1GB of data, in USD and compensated for ppp, [34]
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The ICT market in Norway is regulated by The Norwegian Post and Telecommunications Authority

(NPT), [33]. In order to lower the SMP of Telenor the NPT has enforced an obligation for them to

allow co-location to other operators when requested. Telenor also have an obligation to open up for

national roaming to supplying smaller competitors with coverage, and in that way lowering the incentive

for duplicate network deployment, [32]. Telenor is also obligated to some extent to allow MVNO

agreements to improve competition which is regarded as fairly limited in Norway without MVNOs.

The NPT encourages passive sharing and allows sharing of RNC as long as the sharing MNOs keep

logical control over the RNC and spectrum. Sharing of core network elements such as MSC is on the

other hand restricted. Sharing of transmission routes such as fiber network is also allowed. The NPT

had previously an asymmetrical regulation strategy where individual price regulations where set on the

MNOs, but has since 2013 incorporated a symmetrical price regulation for the MNOs, [63].

Encouraged sharing Prevented sharing

Sites MSC

Masts

RNC

Fixed lines

MVNOs

TABLE X: NPT guidelines for infrastructure sharing in Norway, [32].

The mobile operators in Norway has a healthy portion of frequency spectrum allocated to them, see

table XI. The only exception being Tele2 that currently only has 2×20MHz in the 2100MHz band after

surprisingly failing to acquire new spectrum in the recent spectrum auction in December 2013. The other

two main operators has 2×65MHz in the 800, 900, 1800 and 2100 band, and additional spectrum in the

2600 band. The recent auction was for licences in the 800, 900, and 1800 band, and is an important

event in Norway as the unexpected outcome might have shifted the competition between the operators

in Norway. Furthermore the auction is of interest of this investigation as the instructions given by the

Ministry to NPT for the auction reflects what the Ministry regards as important in order to maintain fair

competition in the market and an effective development of mobile services.

The framework for the spectrum auction was set by the Government and the Ministry, while NPT had

the responsibility of conducting the auction. The Ministry lists the following as the two main objectives
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Frequency band TeliaSonera Telenor Tele2 ICE.net

400MHz - - - 2×7MHz

800MHz 2×20MHz 2×10MHz - 2×10MHz

900MHz 2×15MHz 2×15.1MHz - 2×5.1MHz

1800MHz 2×10MHz 2×20MHz - 2×20MHz

2100MHz 2×20MHz 2×19.8MHz 2×20MHz -

2600MHz 2×20MHz 2×40MHz - -

TABLE XI: Frequency allocation table for the main mobile network operators in Norway. [33]

with the spectrum auction, [55]:

”The first is to ensure that the auction achieves an efficient allocation of spectrum that promotes

sustainable infrastructure-based competition in the mobile market and the availability of basic mobile

broadband services in Norway. The second objective is to achieve a revenue in the auction that reflects

the market value of the spectrum.”

A total of 2×30MHz in the 800MHz band, 2×15.1MHz in the 900MHz band and 2×55MHz in the

1800MHz band was available for bidding, table XII. A spectrum cap was set for acquiring new spectrum

in the 800MHz band, and a spectrum cap in the 900 and 1800MHz band for the total portion of spectrum

licensed to each actor after the auction in those bands. All of the licenses in the auction was set for a

duration of 20 years and included a usage obligation. The usage obligation was to cover 40% of the

population within four year, and to provide an average minimum downlink net bitrate of 2Mbps. It was

announced before the auction that the Ministry or the NPT were to possibly reassign the position of the

licences in the bands after the auction to allocate frequencies contiguously. Unallocated spectrum was

decided to be assigned contiguously at the bottom of the band.
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Spectrum band Size of allocation Spectrum cap Reserve price

800MHz 2×30MHz 2×10MHz new spectrum NOK 50 millions for a 2×5MHz portion, and

NOK 40 millions for the 2×10MHz portion

900MHz 2×15.1MHz 2×15.2MHz total in the band NOK 50 millions for a 2×5MHz portion

1800MHz 2×55MHz 2×20MHz total in the band NOK 50 millions for a 2×5MHz portion

TABLE XII: Auctioned frequencies in Norway in December 2013.

For the 2×10MHz licence an additional ”Coverage obligation” was attached to cover 98% of the

Norwegian population within five years at an average minimum downlink net bitrate of 2Mbps. If no bid

where to be given for the coverage obligation, the spectrum band in question would remain un-allocated,

[55]. The spectrum cap of 2×10MHz was guidelines from the Government to ensure that the spectrum

was apportioned to a minimum of three separate actors. If the spectrum allocation were to be concentrated

to less then three actors this was considered to be a possible threat to the competition between the MNOs

in Norway. The NPT and the ministry writes:

”The competition in the Norwegian market is relatively limited, and the division of strength between

actors is regarded as asymmetrical.”

The auction took an unexpected turn when a seemingly unknown actor placed large bids on all three

frequency bands, resulting in that Tele2 failed to acquire any new spectrum. At the same time Tele2

lost their last piece of spectrum in the 900 band of 2×5MHz which expired on December 31, as well

as the piece of spectrum in the 1800 band that Tele2 had licence for until the time of the auction. The

unexpected bidder was Telco Data that after the auction announced that they are operating under Access

Industries; the owner of ICE.net. Telco Data secured 2×10MHz in the 800 band, 5.1MHz in the 900 band,

and 2×20MHz in the 1800 band. Needless to say this a major uplift for ICE.net which before the auction

solely had licences in the 410 band and 450 band, totalling up to 14MHz. With the acquired spectrum

ICE.net has the opportunity to significantly increase their capacity and become a stronger competitor on

the norwegian market. TeliaSonera and Telenor both acquired the maximum allowed amount of spectrum

in all three bands as expected, where TeliaSonera was the winner of the 2×10MHz portion in the 800

band with the additional coverage obligation. In total the auction raised a total of 291.86 Million USD.
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Tele2 has from the beginning of its operations put focus on offering the most affordable prices of the

large actors on the market, and they currently have the role of cost leadership in Norway. Tele2 is also

being careful of what services they choose to compete for, only entering parts of the market where they

believe that they have a potential of becoming a market leader. Telenor is the large incumbent operator on

the market with the most widespread infrastructure and is structuring its value configuration accordingly

by competing for customers both in mobile services and all the large fixed line services. Telenor has

economy of scale and is profiting from its large size. In that sense does Telenor not have any pressure

of forcing down prices and can rely on being the actor that has the best infrastructure. Tele2 has shown

signs of trying to differentiate themselves on the market by offering their own application, Tele2 Play.

This is an expected business strategy when competing with an operator like Telenor that has dominant

position in all parts of the mobile market. Another reason for Tele2 to focus on a differentiation strategy

and choosing a narrow slice of the market is even more important now after the spectrum auction where

Tele2 was the clear looser. Telenor is currently in-between the ”Low cost” and ’Product uniqueness”

-columns. They differentiate themselves by being the MNO that can offer all the large mobile and fixed

line services to a reasonable price, by relying on their long history on the market and their widely

deployed fixed line infrastructure. Tele2 has traditionally is placed in the ”Cost leadership” column as

they compete for a limited part of the market and aim to be the ”cheap alternative”. TeliaSonera is placed

in the narrow market category. TeliaSonera has less cost focus than Tele2 and they try to differentiate by

being prominent in 4G services.
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Broad market and low cost Broad market and market uniqueness

Telenor

Cost leadership Differentiation

Narrow market and low cost Narrow market and market uniqueness

TeliaSonera

Tele2

Cost Focus Differentiation Focus

TABLE XIII: Porters Matrix of MNOs in Norway

IX. SUMMARY OF THE THREE COUNTRIES

In this section the countries are compared for the main characteristics relevant for this investigation. The

similarities and differences between the countries will enable to give perspective in ICT related parameters

such as competition, technology development, spectrum availability and infrastructure development. With

the main aspects of the countries identified and the upcoming S.W.O.T analysis of the sharing strategies

some recommendations for sharing strategies are at the end given for the three countries.
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Parameter Nigeria Kenya Norway

Population 174.5 million 44.04 million 4.7 million

Population annual growth 2.87% 2.7% 1.31%

Population density (pop/km2†) 199 81 16

Rural population 49.7% 75.6% 20.35%

Poor rural population 80% 50% 0%

GNI per capita × US $1,426 US $939 US $ 102,067

Electrification rate ? 50.6% 16.1% -

ARPU per subscriber US $14.82 US $13.13 US $71.83

SIMs per subscriber 2.42 2.30 1.47

TABLE XIV: Country statistics of Nigeria, Kenya and Norway. Sources: [16], [74], [18], [69], [70], [71].

†Prediction for 2015. ? Estimate from 2009. × Estimate from 2012.

Nigeria has the tightest competition considering the number of MNOs in the country compared to

Kenya and Norway. The competition in Kenya in Norway are similar in the sense that a limited number

of MNOs are in competition. Although, Norway has been able to boost their competition by introducing

MVNOs. All three countries are similar in the sense that they all have one dominant MNO present in the

country that has over 45% of the subscribers. Consequently, the national regulators in all three countries

need to be aware of the SMP that the dominating operators might acquire and how this affects competition.

Nigeria has by far the largest population in Sub-Saharan Africa, and the 7th largest population in the

world, table XIV. Consequently, with the economical uprise and increasing demand of mobile services

makes Nigeria a very large market that many MNOs want to compete for. Therefore there is currently a

high competition between MNOs in Nigeria for the customers, and having only a few percentage points

of the market is a considerable number of customers. Kenya has a large population as well where the

large portion lives in rural areas. On the other hand, most of them has GSM coverage. The majority of

the Norwegian population lives in urban areas. Although, Norway as large rural areas and a very low

population density. Consequently a part of the population lives in remote locations. Although, Norway

has managed to supply 94% with an internet connection, and TeliaSonera considers it feasible to cover

98% of the population with a high speed mobile connection before 2019.

Although the economy in Nigeria and Kenya has been rapidly increasing the past years the average

GNI in the countries are still extremely low compared globally. This results in a very low ARPU received
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by the MNOs which is a problem when expanding in an young and still emerging market, figure 14. The

trend for the past five years is that the ARPU has been on a steady decrease in Nigeria, and a steady

increase in Kenya. Norway is one of the wealthiest countries in the world, and intuitively this reflect the

ARPU received by MNOs.
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Fig. 14: ARPU development the last 5 years. The ARPU is calculated as the average ARPU for each

active MNOs in the country.[18].
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Fig. 15: GDP development in Nigeria, Kenya and Norway over 5 year between 2007-2012. Sources: [69],

[70], [71]

Affordability in mobile services is a large problem in Kenya and Nigeria. Although, the economy has

been on the uprise the past years in both countries, and the MNOs are forcing down the prices, figure
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18. If this trend continues mobile services will become more affordable to a continuously larger part of

the population. Mobile connections in Nigeria and Kenya took off in 2004 and has not slowed down in

any significant way since, figure 16. At the same time there were about as many mobile connections in

Norway as the population size. Since then has the development in connections in Norway followed that

what can be expected in a saturated market. The percentage in internet users in all three countries follows

the trend of mobile connections with only a few years lag. Currently the percentage internet users in

Kenya and Nigeria are at par at about 30%.

Fig. 16: Number of mobile subscriptions per 100 inhabitants and percentage of internet users in Norway,

Nigeria and Kenya between the years 2000-2012,[72]. Not compensated for estimated average number

of SIMs per user, see table XIV.

Both Kenya and Nigeria has widespread 2G coverage and uprising 3G coverage, and Nigeria has just

recently released 4G to a small degree, figure 17. 4G connections in Norway on the other hand is rapidly

increasing and affordable to the general public.

The fixed line penetration in Nigeria and Kenya is similarly to many Sub-Saharan countries very low

compared to other parts of the world. There are only a small percent of the population that has an internet
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Fig. 17: Penetration of ICT services in Norway, Nigeria and Kenya. Sources: [17], [18]. Data on rural

population is from 2010, fixed lines 2012. Mobile penetration, mobile growth, Mobile broadband, mobile

broadband growth from Q3 2013.

connection through a fixed line, and backbone for BS sites are mostly through microwave connections.

Although, Nigeria and Kenya are among the leaders in fiber deployment in Sub-Saharan standards. The

regulators in both countries have implemented an open access system for the terrestrial fiber network.

This allows for a more planned deployment of the network and reduced parallel networks. But further

investments are needed in terrestrial fiber connections to raise the connectivity within the countries.

Submarine cables have been deployed recently that has landing points in Nigeria and Kenya, which has

improved the international connectivity in the two countries and their neighbours. Also, the power grid

is of poor quality and only expands to limited parts. The frequent outages generate extra costs for the

MNOs, and the limited coverage of the grid increases the CAPEX for greenfield deployment. The quality

of the power grid is high in Norway and not a limiting factor for the mobile industry.
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Fig. 18: Fixed internet subscriptions in Nigeria, Kenya and Norway, [72]

The spectrum allocation per operator is small in both Nigeria and Kenya similarly to other Sub-Saharan

countries. The spectrum shortage will become a limiting factor in meeting the demand if no additional

spectrum is allocated to mobile communication and if the demand continue to increase at the current

trend. In contrast, the spectrum allocation in Norway is large enough that the industry has been able to

introduce MVNOs to the market.

Even though the Norwegian ICT market is well prepared for the future, and is meeting the current demand

in capacity, the Norwegian ICT market will at some point have to focus on increasing the capacity of

their networks in order to meet the heavy traffic predicted for the future. The network infrastructure

has to be upgraded to the newest technology and the capacity of the network needs to be increased by

offloading the frequency spectrum to fixed lines, and by deploying a more dense radio access network.

This is economically feasible in urban parts of Norway where there already is high levels of fixed line

infrastructure, and the high population density makes it easier to cover a high number of subscribers. In

rural parts of Norway on the other hand where there is vast distances between subscribers deploying a

dense area coverage might not be economically viable.
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The Nigerian regulator NCC draws a clear line on its stance on Network sharing, which encourages

all form of passive sharing, but not sharing of active network equipment nor national roaming. The

Norwegian regulator is more liberal in this sense and allows both sharing of passive equipment and

RNC. National roaming is allowed and also enforced upon Telenor to lower their SMP in fixed line

infrastructure. Although, the NPT discourages sharing of MSC. The regulations in Kenya set by the CCK

is not as clear as in the other two countries. The regulator encourages sharing of passive equipment,

but does not mention active sharing or national roaming in the published regulatory documents. Passive

sharing in Nigeria and Kenya has shown to be used in a different way than in Norway. No examples

have been seen in Norway for planned shared roll-out of passive equipment, but rather as a remedy for

lowering SMP but forcing passive sharing on an existing site. Shared roll-out is on the other hand more

common in Nigeria and Kenya, often through a tower company as a mediator. Although, a limitation is

found here in estimating how much costs the operators save with the tower companies as it is not clear

how many operators usually share the same site in these cases. Also, no information has been found for

how large the shared part of the infrastructure is.

Measurement Norway Nigeria Kenya

Population density Low High Medium

Rural Population Low High High

Rural Mobile Coverage High Low Medium

Mobile subscriber saturation Yes No No

Cost of maintenance High Low Low

Fixed line penetration High Low Low

Penetration of power supply Very High Low Very low

Quality of power supply Very Good Poor Poor

Spectrum allocation per MNO High Low Low

Spectrum cost High Low Low

TABLE XV: Characterisation of the mobile markets in Norway Nigeria and Kenya.
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X. SWOT ANALYSIS OF THE NETWORK SHARING STRATEGIES

To evaluate the potential of implementing the network sharing strategies in Kenya and Nigeria they

are in this section first inspected in the general case. This by performing a SWOT analysis on each

strategy with the goal of identifying opportunities and threats. The implications of these opportunities

and threats are then discussed for the case of implementing them in Kenya and Nigeria. With that some

recommendations are given depending on what is currently implemented by MNOs in the countries, and

regarding the current regulations.

There are some aspects that apply to all strategies for which the following S.W.O.T analysis is imple-

mented on. A weakness that is related to all bilateral sharing agreements is that the same positive effects

that the own company receives from an agreement is also given to a competitor of the company. Generally

as a company you, if possible, want to be the only one among competitors e.g saving infrastructure costs.

A threat as a consequence of that weakness is that hidden lost revenues might be generated from lost

competitive advantage. E.g the competitor might be better in using the cost savings generated for acquiring

customers, which means lost customers for your company and therefore lost revenues. An opportunity

that comes with all network sharing, from the point of view of the regulator, is to lower the SMP of a

dominant actor to enable better competition.

Passive infrastructure sharing in Nigeria and Kenya

As the operators receive a low ARPU and the market is in its development stage in general it is important to

eliminate unnecessary costs and generate the highest possible revenues from resources. With infrastructure

sharing it is possible to reduce some of the expenditures, and the majority of the cost savings potential

lies with passive infrastructure. Operators in Nigeria and Kenya have the potential of saving substantial

CAPEX when deploying sites in rural areas with shared roll-out. Except savings on the site-related

installation there are potential savings in road construction costs, power grid connections, diesel generator,

or green powered alternative. Diesel generator powered sites would also benefit from shared sites for

lowering transportation costs of diesel to the sites. Although, besides diesel transportation costs OPEX

savings are not the key issue in these countries where the cost of labor is not high in global standards.
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Strengths Weaknesses

• Easier site acquisition in urban areas.

• Savings in site-related CAPEX.

• Increased incentive for roll-out in rural areas.

• Lowered environmental impact from reduced

duplication and transport.

• Opens up the possibility to share some oper-

ations with other actors, saving OPEX.

• Need for coordination in site-related opera-

tional issues and transportation.

• Same coverage area as the competitor.

Opportunities Threats

• Improve chances of acquiring permission for

site roll-out in urban areas.

• Lower long term investments for new MNOs

in the early development stage.

• Make coverage in rural areas economically

viable.

• Focus on core activities.

• Shared maintenance.

• Shared security and surveillance.

• Shared power grid connection, alternatively

shared diesel costs or green powered connec-

tion.

• Shared transportation.

• Delays from more complex coordination.

• Lowered incentive for site investments (if

sharing is forced by the regulator).

• Lowered ability for differentiation through ge-

ographical coverage.

TABLE XVI: S.W.O.T analysis of passive sharing

There is also a need for security of sites in some areas where vandalism has been reported, which

would be less costly with shared sites. These aspects has made passive infrastructure sharing popular in

the two countries. There are today multiple agreements for passive sharing in both Nigeria and Kenya.
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Although, a negative aspect is that the MNOs are with this strategy giving up differentiation in coverage.

Coverage is clearly an important differentiator in these two countries where coverage of a high quality

connection is low.

Strengths Weaknesses

• CAPEX savings through shared equipment

costs additionally to the savings from site

sharing.

• OPEX savings from joined maintenance of

RAN equipment.

• MNOs are independent roaming arrange-

ments.

• Independent control over traffic.

• Requires coordination in decision-making re-

garding RAN equipment.

• Less control over own the RAN.

• Need for implementing separate logical con-

trol over NodeB and RNC.

• Additional need for ensuring confidentiality.

• Lowered possibility to differentiate through

RAN equipment.

Opportunities Threats

• Make coverage in rural areas economically

viable.

• Shares costs of upgrading equipment.

• Focus on core activities and service differen-

tiation.

• Implementing an extensive sharing agreement

without sharing spectrum resources.

• Delays as a result of more complex decision-

making.

• Delays as a result of decreased control over

the RAN.

• Delays as a consequence of actors having

different ability to invest.

• Loosing confidentiality.

• Compability problems when merging net-

works.

TABLE XVII: S.W.O.T analysis of MORAN sharing

If an operator has the funds to cover areas that competitor can’t then the best approach might be to avoid

a sharing agreement and be unique in covering those areas. Although, this is hard to accomplish with a

low ARPU and high SAC due to the low level of existing infrastructure. The statistics found indicates
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that Nigeria has a lesser GSM coverage of the rural population then in Kenya, so passive sharing for

improving cost efficiency in greenfield deployment can be applied to a larger extent in Nigeria than

Kenya. Although, the poverty is more widespread in rural Nigeria than rural Kenya, and the demand is

therefore currently more limited.

MORAN in Nigeria and Kenya

In Nigeria there is tight competition for customers. Most mobile users in Nigeria have prepaid subscrip-

tions and it is easy for them to switch between companies. A common business strategy for Nigerian

MNOs is strive for cost leadership by forcing down prices and giving offers with the subscriptions to

compete for that churn of customers. Another way to compete for churn, besides lowest cost offerings, is

differentiation in services. Safaricom has shown with the success of M-Pesa that this type of differentiation

can have an important positive effect on the operators business. M-Pesa is today a large part of the revenues

for Safaricom, and MNOs both in Kenya and other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa try to mimic that

success through service differentiation. The actors in a MORAN sharing agreement need to focus on

service differentiation as coverage and equipment is shared with one or more competitors. MORAN is

therefore beneficial for actors that already are focusing on service differentiation and don’t hold coverage

and network equipment as an important competitive factor. MNOs that are already in passive sharing

agreements and are focusing on service differentiation can take the step further to MORAN sharing and

by that save more money on those parts of the operation that is not considered as differentiators. Both

countries can use MORAN to save costs in network equipment and site installation for roll-out in rural

areas. Mainly for 3G in Kenya, but either of 2G or 3G in Nigeria. MNOs in Nigeria and Kenya that are

in differentiation focus can apply this for future roll-out without risking their competitive advantage.

MOCN in Nigeria and Kenya

MOCN sharing has the same strengths and poses the same threats as MORAN sharing, as well as

it enables for better spectrum utilization. This results in cost savings in passive equipment, network

equipment and might also to some extent save costs in spectrum licences. An operator can potentially

acquire an own licence for only limited regions, and combine that with the shared frequencies from the

other actor. Shared frequencies between operators can also open up the possibility to eliminate the need

for guard bands between adjacent licenses, and with that a better utilisation of the spectrum. But with

this business strategy there is less ability for the operators to compete with spectrum for the shared areas.
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Strengths Weaknesses

• CAPEX savings through shared equipment

costs additionally to the savings from site

sharing.

• OPEX savings from joined maintenance of

RAN equipment.

• MNOs are independent in roaming arrange-

ments.

• Independent control over traffic.

• Requires coordination in decision-making re-

garding RAN equipment.

• Less control over own the RAN.

• Need for implementing separate logical con-

trol over NodeB and RNC.

• Additional need for ensuring confidentiality.

• Lower possibility to differentiate through

RAN equipment.

• Lower potential of having competitive advan-

tage through spectrum size.

Opportunities Threats

• Make coverage in rural areas economically

viable.

• Shares costs of upgrading equipment.

• Focus on core activities and service differen-

tiation.

• Gaining access to other spectrum bands.

• Delays as a result of more complex decision-

making.

• Delays as a result decreased control over the

RAN.

• Delays as a consequence of actors having

different ability to invest.

• Loosing confidentiality.

• Compability problems when merging net-

works.

TABLE XVIII: S.W.O.T of MOCN sharing.

GWCN in Nigeria and Kenya

The additional cost saving benefits of GWCN sharing over the other active sharing strategies not entirely

clear. This because there are many elements that are shared which requires coordination. Also, the low
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Strengths Weaknesses

• CAPEX savings through shared Core network

elements, additionally to the savings from

RAN and site sharing.

• OPEX savings from joined maintenance of

RAN equipment and Core network elements.

• Requires coordination in decision-making re-

garding RAN equipment.

• Less control over own RAN and Core network

elements.

• Need for implementing separate logical con-

trol over NodeB and RNC.

• Additional need for ensuring confidentiality.

• No differentiation possible from sharing actors

except through service platform.

• Lower potential of having competitive advan-

tage through spectrum size.

• Complex implementation.

• Requires surplus of capacity in the core net-

work for at least one of the sharing actors.

• Unable to be independent in roaming agree-

ments in shared parts.

• Potential savings small compared to the sav-

ings that can be made in site-related installa-

tion and RAN equipment.

TABLE XIX: Strength and Weaknesses of GWCN sharing.

level of fixed line penetration in Kenya and Nigeria is a barrier for implementing GWCN. The strategy

allows for better utilization of the core network but it also requires a surplus in core network capacity

for it to be implementable.
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Opportunities Threats

• Make coverage in rural areas economically

viable.

• Share costs of upgrading equipment.

• Gaining access to other spectrum bands if

spectrum is shared.

• Joint investments in expanding and maintain-

ing the core network.

• Delays as a result of more complex decision-

making.

• Delays as a result decreased control over the

RAN and core network elements.

• Delays as a consequence of actors having

different ability to invest.

• Loosing confidentiality.

• Unability to differentiate.

• Compatibility problems when merging net-

works.

TABLE XX: Opportunities and Threats of GWCN sharing.

National Roaming and MVNOs in Nigeria and Kenya

National roaming agreements and MVNOs currently fall on the requirement of surplus spectrum capacity,

but the possibilities might change with future spectrum farming. National roaming and MVNOs are

promising solutions for extending coverage and to introducing competition. The easy implementation

where no network elements need to be shared reduces the threat of costs in implementation and coordi-

nation. Also the MVNO can be flexible in whether to deploy its own core network or not.
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Strengths Weaknesses

• Easy implementation.

• Additional revenues from under-utilised re-

sources.

• No sharing of network elements required.

• Ability to avoid long term investments.

• Easy transition in and out of agreements.

• Supplies competitors with coverage.

• Requires surplus in spectrum capacity.

• The customers of the actor receives at best the

same QoS as the MNOs customers.

• Dependent on the MNO not breaking contract.

• The actor shares the same risks in downtime

as the MNO.

• MVNOs are unable to differentiate in network

equipment.

Opportunities Threats

• Increase competition in the market.

• Supplying new and/or small operators with

coverage during the development stage.

• Increase coverage.

• Trade large up-front investments in licences

spectrum for traffic costs.

• Lowered MNO incentive to expand the cover-

age if forced by the regulator.

• Introduce competition on the market or help a

competitor to grow.

• MNOs might see MVNOs as a competitive

threat.

• Lost coverage or promised coverage due to

broken contract.

• Less revenues generated for the regulator from

selling of spectrum licences.

TABLE XXI: MVNO and National roaming
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XI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

What are the opportunities and threats with network sharing in Nigeria and Kenya?

In this paper some network sharing strategies have been presented, and a S.W.O.T analysis have been

performed identifying the opportunities and threats of the various approaches. The threats that arise

with sharing networks varies between them. Generally, a more extensive sharing agreement introduces

additional threats to the actors ability to differentiate. The main issue in the perspective of the non mobile-

using part of the population in Nigeria and Kenya is affordability. The main part of this demographic

lives in rural areas where poverty is more widespread than in urban parts. Although, the demand of

mobile services seems to exist in these regions as some services such as mobile banking are especially

interesting for those who live outside the city and don’t have an easy way to do their banking errands in the

traditional way. If the economy continues to improve there will be a potential decrease in unemployment

and lowered poverty rates. If the operators at the same time are able to widen the mobile coverage in a

cost effective way there will in the future be a substantially larger part of the population affording their

services. Some examples of passive sharing has been implemented to acquire that cost effectiveness,

but further cost savings are needed. Sub-saharan countries with the problem of affordability needs to

consider active network sharing strategies to generate those cost savings. Although, not all approaches on

sharing networks are currently implementable in the countries, and there is no approach that is a potential

winning strategy for all operators, as the business strategy need to be aligned with the core competencies

of the firm.

What hindrances are there for implementing network sharing strategies in Nigeria and Kenya?

Passive infrastructure sharing is an effective way for MNOs in Nigeria and Kenya to save CAPEX of

road construction, power grid connections, diesel generators or green power supply to sites in rural areas.

Shared sites also enable the possibility of saving OPEX of transported diesel to sites in rural areas that

has diesel generators either as a backup or main power source. Also to save OPEX by sharing costs of

security for transmission sites that are affected by vandalism. Few hindrances have been identified for

passive sharing in the two countries, which also is shown by passive sharing being the one prominent

sharing strategy in the region, often through a tower company.
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MORAN sharing is beneficial for actors that holds service differentiation as most important, and don’t

have coverage or network equipment as differentiators. This approach has the potential of generating

substantial cost savings additionally to those generated from passive sharing. MNOs in both countries

have shown a focus on service differentiation, and these can implement a MORAN sharing agreement

without it being a threat against their core competencies. The barriers for implementing MORAN is

currently substantially lower in both countries than the other active sharing agreement considered in

this investigation as the operator keeps their frequency spectrum and core network outside the sharing

arrangement. With MOCN sharing and GWCN sharing a more efficient usage of the frequency bands

could be seen in the future. Although, the low penetration of fixed line infrastructure might for the

moment be a barrier for implementing GWCN sharing.

National roaming would be a promising alternative for large actors to generate revenues from under-

utilised capacity if the spectrum capacity where to improve in Nigeria and Kenya. Also, if would allow

medium and small MNOs to expand coverage. The positive aspects are the flexibility that comes with

this approach is the ability to postpone infrastructure CAPEX and uncomplicated implementation in

transitioning in and out of agreements. This would be beneficial for the MNOs in the two countries as

the transition in or out of an agreement in itself can be a costly procedure. Introducing MVNOs would

in the same circumstances be an easy way to increase competition in Kenya following the same path as

Norwegian MNOs, but the approach also requires additional spectrum to be allocated to the MNOs.

How can national regulator associations encourage network sharing strategies in Nigeria and Kenya?

The national regulator authorities of Nigeria and Kenya should continue to encourage passive sharing

which has large cost savings potential. Not only for direct site related installation but also for shared

power supply, shared security, and shared transportation. MORAN sharing is a natural next step for MNOs

in Nigeria and Kenya as it has additional cost savings potential over passive sharing, and it is in line

with the MNOs that aim to transcend from facility-based and equipment-based competition to compete

through selling services. MORAN sharing should be encouraged by regulators by following in the steps

of the Norwegian regulator and allowing RNC sharing. Both countries currently have a large number

of analogue TV channels, and have the potential re-allocating spectrum through the digital dividend.

Additional spectrum allocated to mobile communication would lower the possibility of congestion in the

network and by that improve the QoS. Larger spectrum allocations for the MNOs would also open up

the possibility of implementing national roaming and MVNOs. These business strategies are efficient
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approaches for increasing the competition and to lowering the SMP of dominant actors in markets with

unbalanced competition. The regulators should encourage this development by continuing the work for

spectrum farming through the digital dividend and by allowing national roaming and MVNOs.
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